In Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE) families of systems are designed, rather than developing the individual systems independently. Combinatorial Interaction Testing has proven to be effective for testing in the context of SPLE, where a representative subset of products is chosen for testing in place of the complete family. Such a subset of products can be determined by computing a so called t-wise Covering Array (tCA), whose computation is NP-complete. Recently, reduction rules that exploit basic feature model analysis have been proposed that reduce the number of elements that need to be considered during the computation of tCAs for Software Product Lines (SPLs). We applied these rules to CASA, a simulated annealing algorithm for tCA generation for SPLs. We evaluated the adapted version of CASA using 133 publicly available feature models and could record on average a speedup of 61.8% of median execution time, while at the same time preserving the coverage of the generated array.
INTRODUCTION
Because of changes in user requirements, or due to varying requirements among the companies' customers, software . products are less and less frequently designed as one-of-akind systems. In the Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE) paradigm the emphasis lies on designing families of systems rather than designing the individual systems separately [5, 23, 2] . The core of SPLE is a Software Product Line (SPL), where an SPL describes a family of software products that usually offer similar functionality [5, 24, 2] . The member products of an SPL can be distinguished by the set of features they implement, where a feature is often defined as an increment in program functionality [27] . Feature Models (FMs) are considered the de-facto standard to model the commonalities, differences and relationships among the features implemented by the member products of an SPL [5, 17] .
Testing is a vital and often time intensive task in any software project's life cycle. In SPLE a family of systems needs to be tested rather than a single system. In other words, SPLE imposes another dimension of complexity to the testing task: namely, rather than designing tests to show that a single system conforms to its specification the tests should be designed to show that the n systems conform to the SPL specifications. While of course single system testing techniques could be applied to the individual member products of the SPL, this may be rather ineffective as the products of an SPL usually share a considerable amount of source code. Different approaches have been proposed to overcome some of the difficulties of testing SPLs [19, 8, 21, 25, 26] .
One SPL testing approach is Combinatorial Interaction Testing, whereby a subset of products is chosen to be tested in such a way that interaction errors are the most likely to occur [4] . In this work we focus on Combinatorial Interaction Testing, or more precisely on the selection of a proper subset of products (i.e. so called t-wise Covering Arrays (tCAs)) for testing SPLs. Garvin et. al proposed CASA [11] , a simulated annealing algorithm, for the generation of tCAs for SPLs. Earlier work by Haslinger et. al proposes reduction rules to reduce the number of elements that need to be considered during the generation of tCAs [14] . In this paper, we combine these two works by showing how these reduction rules can be applied to CASA. We evaluated our new version of CASA using 133 publicly available FMs from the SPLOT website [1] . We run the original CASA and its adapted version each a hundred times per model and recorded on average a speed-up of 61.8% of median execution time. Moreover we performed a thorough statistical analysis, that shows that our adaptations indeed result in shorter runtimes and are not simply due to the nondeterministic nature of CASA. Hence, we provide further proof that the proposed reduction rules lead to significantly shorter runtimes when they are applied to tCA generation algorithms. Additionally, we compared the generated arrays showing that our reduction rules do not have any effect on the size of the generated arrays. In other words, the adapted version of CASA generates the tCAs faster while still preserving their strength.
BACKGROUND
This section presents the basic concepts on variability modeling with feature models and combinatorial interaction testing.
Feature Models
The member products of an SPL are distinguished by the set of features they implement. Usually there exist constraints among the features in the SPL that each member product needs to adhere to. For instance, two features may mutually exclude each other or the selection of one feature might necessitate the selection of another one. The de-facto standard to model such constraints among features in SPLE are Feature Models (FMs) [5, 17] .
FMs are tree-like structures, where each node represents a feature of the SPL. An example of an FM for an Aircraft SPL is shown in Figure 1 1 . Each FM has a single root feature that is implemented by each member product of the SPL. Feature Aircraft is the root feature of our running example, meaning that each valid product of the Aircraft SPL needs to include feature Aircraft.
Each feature, apart from root, has a single parent feature with which it can interrelate in four different kinds of relationships. Mandatory child features need to be included whenever their parent feature is included, these features are denoted using filled circles. For instance feature Wing is a mandatory child of feature Aircraft. For optional child features holds that they may or may not be selected whenever their parent is included, this kind of relationship is depicted by empty circles. An example of an optional feature in our running example is feature Engine. Inclusive-or groups are denoted by filled arcs, for these features holds that at least one feature of the group needs to be selected whenever their parent is selected. In the Aircraft FM features Metal, Wood, Plastic and Cloth constitute an inclusive-or. The last type of child parent relation is the exclusive-or group, which is depicted using an empty arc. For an exclusive-or group holds that exactly one feature of the group needs to be selected whenever their parent is included. In our running example features Piston and Jet form an exclusive-or.
Apart from these child parent relationships there are also so called Cross Tree Constraints (CTCs). CTCs express arbitrary relationships among the features within the SPL and are usually denoted using propositional logic formulas [3] . An example of a CTC is Metal ∧ Wood ⇒ High, which means that whenever feature Metal and feature Wood are selected feature High must also be selected.
Combinatorial Interaction Testing
Combinatorial Interaction Testing (CIT) is an approach 1 Note that this FM is based on an FM that is part of the corpus we used to evaluate our work [1] . to tackle some of the issues imposed by testing SPLs, i.e. the large number of products that need to be tested and the redundant test effort that results from the source code that is common to several products of the SPL. When CIT is to be applied there are essentially three consecutive steps that need to take place:
1. Choose a representative subset of products for testing where interaction faults are likely to occur.
2. Configure and implement the products of this subset.
3. Apply single system testing techniques on these products.
In this paper we focus on the first step of CIT, i.e. on selecting a proper subset of products for testing. One possibility to choose this subset are t-wise covering arrays (tCAs), that we shall describe next. First, let us introduce some basic terminology. As mentioned before, the products within an SPL can be distinguished by the set of features they implement, more formally they can be represented using feature sets [14, 13] . The feature list of our running example is FL = {Air-craft, Wing, Engine, Materials, High, Shoulder, Low, Piston, Jet, Metal, Wood, Plastic, Cloth, Rust}.
Definition 2. Feature Set (FS) is a 2-tuple [sel,sel] where sel and sel are respectively the set of selected and not-selected features of a member product. Let FL be a feature list, thus sel, sel ⊆ FL, sel ∩ sel = ∅, and sel ∪ sel = FL. The terms p.sel and p.sel respectively refer to the set of selected and not-selected features of product p
2 .
An example of a feature set for our running example is: 
Definition 3. A t-set ts is a is a 2-tuple [sel,sel] representing a partially configured product, defining the selection of t features of feature list FL, i.e. ts.sel ∪ ts.sel ⊆ F L ∧ ts.sel ∩ ts.sel = ∅ ∧ |ts.sel ∪ ts.sel| = t. We say t-set ts is covered by feature set fs iff ts.sel ⊆ f s.sel ∧ ts.sel ⊆ f s.sel. Kuhn et. al have shown in [18] that when a tCA of strength t=1 is used, then it is likely that 50% of the defects are found. When a 2-wise CA is used then it is likely to find 70% of the defects. If t is increased to 3, i.e. a 3-wise CA is used for the test suit genereation, then it is likely that even 95% of the defects are found.
For a 1-wise CA holds that each feature is in at least one feature set of the 1-wise CA selected respectively deselected. Meaning we make sure to test whether a product behaves faulty when a certain feature is included or not included. For a 2-wise CA holds that each combination among two features is covered by at least one of the feature sets in the 2-wise CA, meaning that all four possible interactions among two features f1 and f2 are covered by the chosen set of products.
The generation of tCAs is an NP complete problem [16, 14] . It is common knowledge that there are still no algorithms known that are guaranteed to find optimal solutions to problems in this complexity class in an efficient way. This fact makes the generation of tCAs for constrained problems within the context of SPLE extremely well suited for SBSE techniques.
REDUCTION RULES FOR T-SETS
Apart from applying a search based algorithm to the generation of tCAs it is also vital to think about possibilities to reduce the search space of the problem. This section outlines two reduction rules for t-sets based on an earlier work of Haslinger et. al [14] that can be used to reduce the number of t-sets that need to be considered during the generation of a tCA.
Any algorithm that computes a t-wise CA for a feature model fm needs to determine two sets:
• The set of valid t-sets V in fm.
• A set tCA of valid feature sets that covers all t-sets in V.
There exists a subset V' of V (i.e. V' ⊆ V) for which holds that if tCA covers all t-sets in V' then it automatically covers all elements in V. In the remainder of this section we outline two reduction rules that can be used to compute V' [14] .
Reduction Rule 1. Any t-set t that contains the root feature r of the feature model (i.e. r ∈ t.sel ∪ t.sel) is neglectible during the computation of a tCA.
Consider for instance the t-set t1=[{Aircraft}, {Engine, Wood}] for the feature model of our running example. According to Reduction Rule 1 we do not need to cover this t-set. The t-set t2=[{Metal}, {Engine, Wood}] is an element of V' as none of the presented reduction rules applies. A tCA, which contains a feature set fs that covers t2 automatically also covers t1. If fs covers t2 then {Engine, Wood} ⊆ fs.sel and by definition any valid feature set needs to select the root feature, i.e. {Aircraft} ⊆ fs.sel, hence fs covers also t1.
Reduction Rule 2. Any t-set t that contains a mandatory child feature m of the feature model (i.e. m ∈ t.sel ∪ t.sel) is neglectible during the computation of a tCA.
Consider the t-set t1=[{Rust, Shoulder},{Plastic}] and t-set t2=[{Metal, Shoulder},{Plastic}] once again the proposition holds that t2 is an element of V' as none of the reduction rules applies to this t-set. A valid feature set fs covering t2 also covers t1, because by definition Rust needs to be selected whenever Metal is included hence {Rust, Shoulder} ⊆ fs.sel and {Plastic} ⊆ fs.sel.
Note that these reduction rules have two advantages, do not only reduce the set of valid t-sets V but can be used to generate a smaller set of possible t-sets, i.e. for a feature model with feature list FL there are
t-sets that all need to be checked whether they are valid in the considered feature model 5 . Let reduceable denote the set containing the root feature and all mandatory child features, i.e. all features that are neglectible according to the presented reduction rules. When the proposed reduction rules are applied only |F L\reduceable|! t! * (|F L\reduceable|−t)! * 2 t t-sets need to be checked for validity. Please refer to [14] for a more formal proof of the two presented reduction rules.
SPEEDING UP CASA
In this paper we focus on CASA a meta-heuristic search using simulated annealing to generate t-wise CAs for constrained problems [11] . To the best of our knowledge it is the only search based approach to generate t-wise CAs in the context of SPLE, this being the main reason why we chose CASA to evaluate the proposed reduction rules. In the remainder of this section we will outline how we adapted CASA to incorporate the proposed reduction rules.
Data Structures for Input Models
The Orthogonal Variability Modeling Language (OVM) is an alternative to FMs in SPLE [23] . CASA takes two input files that are used to decode an OVM model.
One specifies the properties of the array to generate, namely its strength, the number of columns and the valid values per column. This information is decoded using three lines, the first specifies the strength t of the array, the second defines 5 The expression |F L|! t! * (|F L|−t)! denotes the number of permutations containing t elements from a set of size |FL|, andthe number of features and the third specifies the number of possible values a feature can have. An input file defining the properties of the array for our running example would be for example: 3 14 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 Which means that CASA is instructed to generate a tCA of strength 3, with 14 columns, where each column can take take 2 different values. Note here, that as we are considering FMs the only valid number of possible values is 2, i.e. either we select or deselect a feature f. The first column of the array to generate can take values 0 or 1, the second column can take the values 2 or 3 and so forth. If feature f represented by column n is selected (resp. deselected) we denote this by the value 2 * (n − 1) (resp. 2 * (n − 1) + 1). Consider the first row of Table 1 The second input file defines the constraints that specify a valid row in the array to generate, i.e. it denotes the constraints imposed by the tree-structure of the FM as well as its CTCs. These constraints are denoted in CNF over the valid values per row, which range from 0 to 2 * (n − 1) + 1. If we want for instance to denote that feature f1 (represented by the first columns) requires the selection of a feature f2 (represented by the second column) we would denote this using the proposition ¬0∨2 6 . To denote that feature Piston mutually excludes feature Jet we would write ¬14 ∨ ¬16, according to the encoding shown in the first row of Table 1 . The CTC of our running example Metal ∧ Wood ⇒ High which is equivalent to ¬Metal ∨ ¬Wood ∨ High would be encoded as ¬18 ∨ ¬20 ∨ 8 or alternatively 19 ∨ 21 ∨ 8.
The first necessary step of our evaluation was to convert our FMs to this format. To do so, we used the ICPL tool provided by the resources homepage of Johansen et al. [16] .
Adaptations to CASA
The next step was to actually enhance the provided CASA implementation with the proposed reduction rules. It turns out that CASA has been designed in a way that does not permit changes in the search without the need to restructure various parts of the source code. So we chose to adapt the constraints and number of features before they are passed to the annealing procedure and to adapt the generated array before it is written to the output file.
Let us first outline the basic idea of this adaptation. The CASA implementation assumes that the possible values for the individual columns in the array to generate reach from 0 to 2 * n − 1, where n denotes the number of columns. For our running example, the valid values for the individual columns reach from 0 to 2 * 14 − 1 = 27, as we have 14 features in our input FM. If the input model contains m features that can be neglected according to the reduction rules, then the annealing procedure of CASA now works on values from 0 to 2 * (n − m) − 1. As there are 4 features in our running example that are either a mandatory child or the root feature, CASA now works on values ranging from 0 6 Note that 1 ∨ 2 would be equivalent. 19 . A feature that was originally denoted by column m, is now denoted by column m' ≤ m, which clearly necessitates the adaptation of the input constraints. In order to adapt the input constraints accordingly we need to come up with a mapping from old to new values. The annealing procedure of CASA now generates an array that corresponds to the adapted constraints and value range, we therefore also need a mapping from new values to old values in order to post process the generated array before it is written to the output file.
Consider Algorithm 1. It depicts the adapted overall procedure of CASA. Essentially only Lines 8 to 14 and Line 20 were added for our evaluation. First CASA reads in the features of the SPL, i.e. the properties of the array to generate that are specified in the file prop (see Line 5) . Next the constraints among these features are read in and stored in variable constraints (see Line 6).
Line 9 uses auxiliary function findMandAndRoot to determine the root feature and all mandatory child features of the original input FM that is now stored in the input file constr. Function findMandAndRoot returns a tuple (root, mandatories), where the first entry denotes the column that represents the root feature of the FM and the second entry contains a mapping for all mandatory children to their parent. Because the constraints imposed by the FM are only available in CNF findMandRoot uses a SAT solver to perform the Root and Mandatory Child test as they are explained next 7 .
Definition 6. Root test: Let constraints denote the constraints describing the FM in CNF and f be a feature Definition 7. Mandatory Child test: Let constraints denote the constraints describing the FM in CNF and f1 and f2 denote two features of the FM, then it can be inferred that f2 is a mandatory child of f1 if neither constraints ∧ ¬f1 ∧ f2 nor constraints ∧ f1 ∧ ¬f2 can be satisfied.
We can for instance infer that Aircraft is the root feature of the input FM, as the proposition constraints ∧¬0 cannot be satisfied. We can also infer that Rust is a mandatory child of Metal because neither constraints ∧¬18 ∧ 26 nor constraints ∧18 ∧ ¬26 can be satisfied.
Next auxiliary function generateMappings computes two mappings, one from old to new values oldToNew and one vice versa newToOld, in the following way:
• The root feature with original values c1 and c2 = c1+1 is mapped to the values c1'= 2 * (n − m) and c2'= 2 * (n − m) + 1. Note here that the root feature is mapped to values which will not be considered by the annealing procedure.
• All features that are neither the root feature nor mandatory child features are assigned unique values from the range 0 to 2 * (n − m) − 1.
• All features that are mandatory child features are mapped to the same values as their mandatory parent.
The mapping of new to old values newToOld maps each new value to the corresponding old value.
Consider Table 1 , which shows the old and new values that represent the features of our running example. We have 4 features that are neglectible according to the reduction rules, feature Aircraft because of Reduction Rule 1, and features Wing, Material and Rust because of Reduction Rule 2. Therefore, the root feature Aircraft is mapped to c1 = 2 * (n − m) = 2 * (14 − 4) = 20 and c2 = c1 + 1 = 21. Next the features that are needed to compute the tCA are assigned values from 0 to 2 * (n − m) − 1 = 19. Finally all mandatory child features are assigned the same values as their parent features, these assignments are accordingly highlighted in Table 1 . For instance the mapping oldToNew(0) yields value 20, and the mapping newToOld(12) yields value 18. Note that the mapping oldToNew is not bijective, meaning that two values may map to the same new value. We chose to model the inverse mapping newToOld in a way that the new value maps to the old value of the mandatory parent and not its mandatory child. For instance newToOld(12) maps to 18 that is used to represent the selection of feature Metal rather than to 26 that is used to represent the selection of feature Rust.
Next, Line 13 in Algorithm 1 reduces the number of features. For our running example the number features is 10, 8 Note that we return the first feature for which the Root test is satisfied. Subsequently Line 17 calls CASA's simulated annealing procedure with the reduced inputs features' and properties'. As a consequence the generated tCA does not adhere to the original constraints moreover there are no columns representing the root nor the mandatory features. Hence, we need to alter tCA in two ways, before it can be returned by CASA:
• We need to replace each value v in the generated array by its old value, i.e. newToOld.
• We need to expand tCA, i.e. add columns for the root feature and all mandatory child features. The root feature needs, by definition, to be selected in every row of the generated tCA and the mandatory child features are selected whenever their corresponding parent is included.
These adaptations of the generated tCA are performed by auxiliary function expand called in Line 20. Consider Figure 2 . It depicts how a single row in the generated tCA is expanded. At first the generated tCA contains the row [1, 2, 5, 7, 9, 11, 12, 15, 17, 19] , which is then adapted by substituting each value in this row by its old value, i.e.
[newToOld(1), newToOld(2), newToOld(5), newToOld(7), newToOld(9), newToOld(11), newToOld(12), newToOld (15) , newToOld(17), newToOld(19)]= [5, 8, 11, 13, 15, 17, 18, 21, 23, 25] . Next the rows of the tCA are expanded by the selection of the root feature, i.e. [0, 5, 8, 11, 13, 15, 17, 18, 21, 23, 25] . Next the tCA is expanded by the proper selection and deselection of the mandatory child features, i.e. features Wing and Material are added to the row (denoted by values 2 and 6) because their parent Aircraft is selected (denoted by value 0). Moreover feature Rust is selected (denoted by value 26) because its parent Metal is selected (denoted by 13, 15, 17, 18, 21, 23, 25, 26] . Finally Line 22 returns the generated tCA.
EVALUATION
We evaluated the adapted Version of CASA on a Windows 7 System running at 3.2Ghz on an Intel Core i5, and with RAM of 8GB. Both the original CASA and our extension with the two reduction rules were initialized to use an initial temperature of 0.5, a cooling of -0.0001% because this setting showed the best results in [11] . Moreover we set the strength of the tCA to generatoe to t=3.
We evaluated the effect of the presented reduction rules by comparing the runtimes and array sizes of the adapted version of CASA to the one of the original version. To do so we used 133 publicly available FMs from the SPLOT website [1] and run each algorithm a hundred times per model. The number of features of these 133 models ranges from 9 to 61, where the number of neglectible features is between 1 and 23.
The original version of CASA needs to consider between 672 and 287920 t-sets for the models of our evaluation. Figure 3 shows a histogram that summarizes the percentage of reduction in the number of t-sets when the reduction rules are applied. It can be seen that for the majority of our test cases more than 50% of the t-sets can be ignored during the generation of the tCA.
Next we considered the runtimes of both algorithms. The median execution time of the original CASA is between 375ms and 13.5 minutes. When the presented reduction rules are applied, the median execution time shows an average speedup of 61.8% for the models of our evaluation. Figure 4 shows a histogram that summarizes the speedups of the median execution time in percentage for the 133 models used.
To ensure that the observed improvements of our timing analysis are not due to chance, we performed a thorough statistical analysis of the presented results. First we used the Shapiro-Wilk test to determine whether the recorded execution times stem from a normal distributed population [7] . The highest p-value that we observed for the execution times of the adapted version of CASA is 0.0164%, meaning that we can infer that the recorded execution times are not normal distributed. As a result, we performed the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test on each model to evaluate whether the adapted version of CASA showed indeed an improvement in the median execution time. For each of these tests we used the following null and alternative hypothesis: • H0: median adapted = median original the median difference between the individual execution times is zero, i.e. there is no difference in the recorded runtimes.
• H1: median adapted < median original the median difference between the individual execution times is smaller zero, i.e. the execution time of the adapted version is smaller.
For 130 out of the 133 models we recorded p-values between 2.2 x 10 −16 and 4.84 x 10 −2 , meaning that we can reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative hypothesis, i.e. accept that the presented reduction rules indeed show a statistically significant improvement of the observed runtimes. For the remaining 3 models the observed p-values where greater than 0.4, hence the null hypotheses could not be rejected. Two of these three models have very few features that could be eliminated (one feature and two features) during the generation of the tCA, this being the reason why our reduction rules show no significant improvement to the recorded execution times. For the third model we were able to neglect 50% of the t-sets (the model contains 30 features, where 6 are reduceable), but still the adapted version of CASA showed a median execution time of 50014.5ms and the original version one of 49117ms.
Lastly we used the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test 9 on the median execution time of the 133 models, using the same H0 and H1 as for the Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test. We observed a p-value of 2.20 x 10 −16 with R+=8721 and R-=190. Hence we can reject H0 in favor of H1 with a level of significance α = 0.01, which means that we are able to infer that the presented reduction rules lead in general to shorter execution times.
Lastly we also examined the size of the generated tCAs. For the majority of our test cases, i.e. 125 FMs, there is no difference in the median size of the generated arrays. For 6 FMs we produced tCAs, where the median size is between 3.75% and 5.88% smaller. For two models the generated tCAs, where 1.75% and 4.44% larger than the one produced by the original CASA version. Again we performed the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test for each of the evaluated FMs, where we could conclude for 17 models that the application of the presented reduction rules leads to potentially smaller arrays and for 2 models the original version of CASA tends to perform better. Finally the Wilcoxon signed ranks test on the median size of the tCAs over all models shows with a p-value of 0.1377% that we cannot infer that the presented reduction rules lead to smaller tCAs sizes in general. All the data and statistical analysis are available online 10 . Overall our evaluation shows that even though we could not generate smaller tCAs, we were able to find them significantly faster than with the original version of CASA. In other words, we were able to speedup CASA without weakening the generated tCAs.
RELATED WORK
This section gives an overview of the existing related work in the context of SPLE testing, combinatorial interaction testing, existing algorithms to generate tCAs for SPLs and examples of search based techniques that have been applied to problems in SPLE.
Different approaches have been proposed to overcome some of the difficulties of testing SPLs, for instance ScenTED (SCENario based TEst case Derivation) is an approach to generate test case scenarios from UML models that contain variability information [25] . Another example is Incremental testing, which aims to automatically adapt the test suite for a certain product by using knowledge about the commonalities and differences among the products of the SPL [26] .
A survey about SPL testing by Engström et. al shows that the focus of current research lies amongst other things on test organization, test management and high-level test case derivation [8] . They mention CIT as one of the approaches for test management. Another survey by Lee et. al identifies for instance the test case creation and selection as well as the test execution for absent variants as research areas for SPL testing, where most of them are only marginally dealt with yet [19] . Lee et. al identify CIT as one of the approaches for the test case creation. To the best of our knowledge both surveys do not explicitly list any search based techniques that have been applied to SPL testing.
Changhai et. al performed a survey on CIT in general [21] . They found that there exist four different research fields for generating tCAs: greedy algorithms, heuristic search algorithms, mathematic methods, and random methods. Hill climbing, great flood, tabu search, simulated annealing, genetic algorithms and ant colony algorithms are listed as search based techniques that have been applied to generate tCAs. Changhai et. al point out that most test case generation algorithms cannot deal with constraints and simply ignore them. Simulated annealing is mentioned as one of the techniques that where applied to generate tCAs in the presence of constraints.
Let us now focus on examples of tCA generation algorithms for SPLs. ICPL is a recursive acronym and stands for "ICPL Covering array generation algorithm for Product Lines" [11] , it is a greedy approach to generate tCAs. Basically ICPL is an adaptation of Chvátal's greedy algorithm to solve the set-cover problem 11 . As addition to their earlier work published in [15] , they performed several adaptations to improve ICPLs execution time. They for instance parallelize the data independent procedures of their algorithm. Moreover, they use the fact that a (t-1)-wise CA is always a 10 URL omitted to presume anonymity 11 Note here that the generation of tCAs is an instance of the set-cover problem [14, 11] . subset of a t-wise CA [10] , meaning they can build up their tCA in a recursive manner. Johansen et. al compared their algorithm to CASA and MoSo-PoLiTe, where they claim that ICPL is faster than the other two algorithms and tends to generate smaller tCAs. Note that Haslinger et. al applied the proposed reduction rules to ICPL and could record speedups of up to 88% [14] .
Oster et. al present MoSo-PoLiTe the Model-based Software Product Line testing framework [22] . MoSo-PoLiTe has been evaluated to generate 2-wise CAs for SPLs, i.e. they generate CAs only for pairwise testing. It is part of their future work to also evaluate MoSo-PoLiTe for 3-wise and 4-wise CAs. The overall procedure of MoSo-PoLiTe first flattens the input FM and then converts it into a Constraint Solving Problem (CSP). Next they apply forward checking on the CSP that corresponds to the input FM to generate a 2-wise CA. In contrast with our work of extending CASA, neither ICPL nor MoSo-PoLiTe rely on search based algorithms.
The works of Lopez-Herrejon et. al [20] and Guo et. al [12] are examples of approaches where search based techniques have been applied to SPLE problems. Lopez-Herrejon et. al use in [20] a genetic algorithm to reverse engineer feature models from a set of feature sets. Guo et. al designed in [12] a Genetic Algorithm to find an optimal feature selection for given requirements when resource constraints are present.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
By applying Haslinger et. al's reduction rules [14] to CASA -a simulated annealing algorithm, we provide further proof that these rules lead to significantly shorter runtimes when they are applied to tCA generation algorithms.
Moreover there exists a third reduction rule, which states that any t-set that contains a feature f and one or more of its descendants d does not need to be considered during the computation of a tCA. This third rule is still not formally proven, especially not in the presence of Cross Tree Constraints. We need to assess if this additional reduction rule could be applied to CASA, as it is designed in a way that does not permit changes in the search without the need to restructure various parts of the source code.
Of course apart from the runtime also the size of the generated tCAs plays an important role, to which the reduction rules do not seem to have any effect. Because the generation of tCAs in the context of SPLE is NP-complete we strongly believe that the their computation is extremely well suited for SBSE techniques. We therefore plan on investigating in other search based techniques to generate tCAs, such as genetic algorithms or ant colony algorithms. A good starting point would be the work by proposed by Ferrer et. al [9] .
